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Above: Another press photo of R5689 VN-N, flying in the hot summer air over Nottinghamshire.  Note the forward escape hatch is open to 
allow some cool air into the sweltering fuselage.  Also note that the national markings have recently been changed to the lower visibility 
versions and, as yet, the ground crew haven't painted the white stripe on the port tail fin.

Below:  A nice air to air of VN-D taken on 12th September 1944.  By this time, the squadron was taking part in occasional daylight raids 
and so had added a thin yellow outline to the codes to aid identification.  As a further aid, the code letters were repeated on the upper 
surfaces of the tailplane, just visible in this view.  This aircraft is also equipped with H2S and a Monica aerial under the rear turret.

Left: A crew pose with Lancaster 
VN-K R5691, the cartoon king 
nose art is probably Old King 
Cole a reference to the pilot 
T B Cole.  The aircraft, one of 
the first 200 originally ordered 
as Manchesters but built as 
Lancasters*, lasted just over 
three months on the squadron. 
She failed to return from a raid 
on Milan on 4th October 1942.  
The parachute symbols under 
the bomb symbols are for mine-
laying operations.
*The early serialled Lancasters 
in the R and W range were 
all originally ordered as 
Manchesters hence the reason 
why the prototype had a 'later' 
serial number in the BT range. 
(RAF serials went from A-Z 
followed by 4 numerals and 
then AA to ZZ followed by 3 
numerals).

Below:  The crew of PB739 pose 
for the camera at Skellingthorpe 
in 1945.  L-R; J Saunders,  
H Griffin, D Taylor DFM,  
T Mackay, J Oldacre. Back;  
G Gardner, A Bartlett.

Of interest is the hyphen in the 
serial number, a very unusual 
feature.  Also visible is the 
external dinghy release handle 
and associated stencilling.  
There was also an internal 
release cord for the dinghy that 
ran along the fuselage roof as 
well as an automatic immersion 
switch which released it when 
in contact with water.
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L A N C A S T E R57
SQUADRON

5 GROUP

Code Letters

DX
 and QT (C Flt)  

Operated the Lancaster from
Sept 1942 - Nov 1945

Wartime Bases
Scampton

8/43 East Kirkby

Raids flown with Lancasters
348

Lancasters lost
108 plus 31 in accidents

Points of Interest
One of the few squadrons to 

serve in three different Groups 
during the war, suffering higher 
than average losses throughout.

Above: ED989 'Frederick III' the personal aircraft 
of the C/O, Wing Commander Frederick Campbell 
Hopcroft who commanded the squadron from 
September 1942 to July 1943.

Left: A DX coded Lancaster slips underneath the 
oil streaked starboard inner of another Lancaster 
in April 1944.

Below:  As dusk gathers over Scampton, 
Lancasters of 57 Squadron await their crews.

Above: Another photo from 
Blida of the Shuttle Raid 
participants.  This time W5008 
DX-B of 57 Squadron which 
is believed to be have been 
borrowed by a 617 Squadron 
crew on this raid.  Close 
examination of the print shows 
part of the trailing aerial 
hanging below the fuselage 
just at the front of the roundel.

Below:  An early 57 Squadron 
Lancaster runs her engines up 
against the chocks at Scampton. 
Note the balloon cable cutters 
on the leading edge of the wing.  
The hole is the cabin air intake.
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L A N C A S T E R61
SQUADRON

5 GROUP

Code Letters

QR
Operated the Lancaster from

April 1942 - May 1946

Wartime Bases
Woolfox Lodge
5/42 Syerston

11/43 Skellingthorpe 
1/44 Coningsby

4/44 Skellingthorpe

Raids flown with Lancasters
376

Lancasters lost
116 plus 25 in accidents

Points of Interest
Flew more raids with the 
Lancaster than any other 

squadron in Bomber Command. 
Flt Lt. W. Reid was awarded the 
VC for his actions on the night 

of 3rd November 1943.

Above: The tireless groundcrews line up for a photo in front of QR-H in summer 1944.  Note that 'H' 
appears to have had a 'nose job', receiving an entirely new nose forward of the cockpit. 

Below: Probably the most famous 61 Sqn Lancaster, EE176 QR-M  ‘Mickey the Moocher’ which 
notched up over 120 ops.

Below: An unidentified crew 
walk to their aircraft at Syerston. 
Lancasters were nearly always 
parked with bomb-doors open, 
as opening them without engine 
power involved a serious amount 
of hand pumping for about 15 
minutes! They would be closed 
therefore only after the engines 
had been started.

Above:  61 Squadron also took part in the Shuttle Raids, here QR-B taxies through the 
dust and QR-R thunders down the runway, both at Blida.

Below: Another centurion Lanc on 61 Squadron was ED860 'N' .  Here she receives 
her 100th bomb symbol in late June 1944.  This is one of the earliest dated photos of a 
Lancaster fitted with 'Z' equipment in the bomb aimer's blister.
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FLIGHT LIEUTENANT WILLIAM REID VC

On the night of 3rd November 1943, Flt Lt Reid was flying Lancaster LM360 
QR-O on a raid against Dusseldorf.  Shortly after crossing the Dutch coast, the 
Lancaster was attacked by an Me110 night fighter. Reid suffered wounds to his 
head, shoulders and hands but he managed to shake off the fighter and decided 
to press on with his damaged but manageable aircraft.  The odds, however, 
were stacked against them that night and soon after, a Focke Wulf 190 raked 
the crippled bomber with cannon fire.  The navigator was killed and the wireless 
operator fatally wounded. The flight engineer was hit in the forearm and Reid was 
hit again. Despite all this and with the mid upper and rear turrets out of action, Reid 
continued his course and bombed the target some 50 minutes later.
The long journey home in the freezing, shattered cockpit took all of Reid’s 
remaining strength and consciousness. Remarkably, with the gallant help of 
the flight engineer Sgt J W Norris, he got the aircraft back to England where 
he performed an emergency landing on the USAAF base at Shipdham. Reid 
was awarded the VC for ‘tenacity and devotion to duty beyond praise’. Norris 
received the CGM. 
After recovering from his injuries, Bill Reid returned to operations with 617 Sqn. On 
31st July 1944 he was forced to bale out of his Lancaster when it was hit by falling 
bombs.  He spent the rest of the war as a POW and died in December 2001.

Left: 30th July 1943 at Syerston 
and a typical Lancaster crew 
have their photograph taken with 
their aircraft and groundcrew, 
(usually done at the end of a 
tour of ops).
L-R Flying Officer F L Hewish, 
bomb aimer: 
Pilot Officer W H Eager RCAF, 
pilot:
Sergeant F R Stone, 
wireless operator:
Sergeant L S Vanner, 
rear gunner: 
Sergeant H T Petts, 
navigator:
Sergeant F R Sharrard, 
mid-upper gunner:
Sergeant L Lawrence, 
flight engineer.
Ground crew, (sitting) left to 
right:
Leading Aircraftsman W A Long, 
flight mechanic (engines): 
Corporal Chaz Bowyer, fitter 
(later to become a well known 
aviation author):
Leading Aircraftsman J 
Blackwood, flight mechanic 
(airframe).

The Lancaster is W4236 QR-K.

75
(New Zealand)

SQUADRON
3 GROUP

Code Letters

AA
 and JN (C Flt) 

Operated the Lancaster from
March 1944 - October 1945

Wartime Base
Mepal

Raids flown with Lancasters

208

Lancasters lost
47

plus 8 in accidents

Points of Interest
Formed in 1940 from the New 

Zealand Wellington Flight, 
the squadron was operating 
Stirlings up until March 1944. 
During the war as a whole it 
suffered the second highest  

casualties in Bomber Command.

Above and Left:   A ‘C’ Flight 
crew and groundcrew pose with 
their aircraft JN-X HK593.  The 
forty bomb symbols date these 
photos to around 9th February 
1945.  Although not visible in 
these photos, the aircraft had 
bulged bomb doors and on the 
port side the serial number was 
displayed with the HK above 
the 593. (See also page 9 for 
more photos of this aircraft).

Left:  Although of poor quality, 
this is an interesting shot of 
LM625 AA-U.  Note that the G-H 
bars on the fins are only on the 
outboard side

Above: LM360, the Lancaster in which Bill Reid won his VC.  Delivered in summer 1943, this LM series Lancaster is one of the last to 
have factory installed fuselage windows.
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L A N C A S T E R 83
SQUADRON

5 GROUP
8 (PFF) GROUP

Code Letters

OL
Operated the Lancaster from

April 1942 - July 1946

Wartime Bases
Scampton

8/42 Wyton
4/44 Coningsby

Raids flown with Lancasters
306

Lancasters lost
91 plus 25 in accidents

Points of Interest
Operated throughout the war 
and became one of the original 
Pathfinder squadrons in 1942. 

Transferred back to 5 Group in 
May 1944 to operate as part of 
the Group’s own marker force.
Sgt. John Hannah was awarded 
the VC for his actions on the 
night of 15th November 1940 
in an 83 Squadron Hampden. 

Above: OL-F is a very early Lancaster, note the unfaired mid-upper turret, light frameworked turrets 
and matt black fuselage.  She is however carrying the later style roundels and fin flashes which date 
the photo no earlier than June 1942.

Below:  OL-M R5626 comes into land at Scampton probably summer 1942.

Lancaster AA-A photographed over the oil storage depot at Bec D’Ambes, France, 4th August 1944.

Above: PB421 AA-K was 
delivered to 75 Squadron in 
August 1944.  Note that 75 
Squadron placed the squadron 
code letters before or after the 
roundel, as can be seen with 
AA-P ND974 (left), photographed 
here just after the war on troop 
carrying duties.

Below:  83 Squadron Lancasters 
taxi along a narrow perimeter 
track on a misty day making the 
airfield identification somewhat 
difficult!
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Above: R5852 OL-Y cruises 
above the clouds in the summer 
of 1942. This side view nicely 
illustrates the dihedral of the 
Lancaster's wings in flight, the 
wingtips being well above the 
top of the fuselage.

Below and Right: It’s a little 
known fact that the RAF 
Museum’s famous Lancaster 
R5868 PO-S, started her 
operational life with 83 Sqn as 
OL-Q. These photos were taken 
in May 1943 and show her codes 
and ‘Devils of the Air’ nose art.

Right: F/O 'Rick' Garvey and 
his crew pose on R5868 OL-Q.  
L-R, F/S Bill Webster (Flt Eng),  
F/S Len Thomas (MU), 
F/S Turner (WO), 
P/O ‘Jimmy’ Sukthanker (Nav), 
F/O ‘Rick’ Garvey (P), 
F/S Jack Cooke (BA), 
P/O Hugh Ashton (RG).

Above:  Scampton 25th June 1942. 83 Squadron lines up for take off on the third 1000 bomber raid against Bremen. The lead aircraft 
R5620 OL-H and her seven crewmen failed to return that night.  One wonders if the unshrouded outer exhausts had anything to do with 
her demise.

Below: 83 Squadron Lancasters line up for an official visit on 22nd 
October 1942 at Wyton.  The censor has removed the codes of the 
second Lancaster. Note the long Gee aerial at the rear of the cockpit, a 
common feature on early Lancasters.
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L A N C A S T E R 97
(Straits Settlements)

SQUADRON
5 GROUP

8 (PFF) GROUP

Code Letters

OF
Operated the Lancaster from

January 1942 - July 1946

Wartime Bases
Coningsby 

3/42 Woodhall Spa
4/43 Bourn

4/44 Coningsby

Raids flown with Lancasters
388

Lancasters lost
101 plus 26 in accidents

Points of Interest
Flew the Manchester for nearly 
a year before converting to the 
Lancaster. Became one of the 
busiest Lancaster squadrons in 
Bomber Command and took 

part, with 44 Sqn, in the famous 
Augsburg Raid.

90
SQUADRON

3 GROUP

Code Letters

WP
 and XY (C Flt)  

Operated the Lancaster from
May 1944 - Dec 1947

Wartime Base
Tuddenham

Raids flown with Lancasters
181

Lancasters lost
25

plus 12 in accidents

Points of Interest
Had an eventful war, starting off 
as a training squadron before 
becoming the only RAF unit 

to operate the American B-17 
Flying Fortress as a daylight 

bomber. The ‘C’ Flight went on 
to form 186 Squadron.

Above Right: Death could come at any time for the young men of Bomber Command.  At any moment during their long flights over 
enemy territory a lurking night fighter or well aimed flak burst could end their lives in a split second.  This unimaginable tension was 
endured by all bomber aircrew, especially when aircraft blew up near them.  This photograph, taken on 19th February 1945 is believed 
to show the explosion of PD336 WP-P and the death of the C/O of 90 Squadron and his crew, Wing Commander P Dunham DFC , Flying 
Officer Metcalfe, Flying Officer Carlton, Sergeant Page, Sergeant Bozeat, Pilot Officer Creswell and Sergeant Bennet.

Above:  'Good Hunting Freddie' was LM588 WP-F which served on the squadron during the summer 
of 1944.  

Below:  Just two weeks earlier on 2nd/3rd February 1945 the same Lancaster PD336 
WP-P had been involved in a collision with another 90 Squadron Lancaster HK610 
WP-Z.  The latter, flown by Wing Commander William Bannister, a pre-war Olympic 
athlete, crashed with the loss of all on board. 

Left and Below: Lancaster PB410 
OF-J carries the typical higher 
visibility markings applied to 
5 Group aircraft in summer/
autumn 1944.  The code letters 
are outlined in yellow along 
with them being repeated on the 
tailplane.
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Below:  The burnt out wreck of Lancaster R5548 OF-A at Woodhall Spa on 28th December 1942. The damage to this veteran aircraft was 
caused by photoflashes accidentally being discharged in the fuselage. 

Above: R5482 took part in 97 Squadron's first Lancaster operation and carries unusually thin codes.

100
SQUADRON

1 GROUP

Code Letters

HW
JA and FZ 

Operated the Lancaster from
Dec 1942 - May 1946

Wartime Bases
Waltham

4/45 Elsham Wolds

Raids flown with Lancasters
280

Lancasters lost
92

plus 21 in accidents

Points of Interest
Before the squadron was 
reformed on Lancasters, it 

had been operating obsolete 
Vildebeests against the 
Japanese out of Malaya.

Above: 100 Squadron was 
unusual in having three different 
squadron codes.  EE140 wore 
the FZ codes when she crash 
landed at Waltham on 17th 
June 1943 on her return from 
Cologne.

Right: This Lancaster 'Winged 
Victory' was coded JA-U, seen 
here in 1944.

Below: And wearing the HW 
codes is ND644 HW-N. A proud 
member of ground crew, Sgt H. 
W. Williams shakes hands with 
Canadian pilot Flt Lt H. G. Topliss 
as N ‘Nan’ proudly displays her 
112 sorties. The other ‘erks’ 
are L-R: AC1 F. Turrell, LAC J. 
Atkinson and LAC B.Gorst.
Of interest are the exhaust 
shroud extensions, added by a 
few squadrons, to further hide 
the glow from the exhausts.

Below: R5609 is an early Lancaster just 
like R5482 at the bottom of the page, note 
the different style of 97 Squadron codes.  
She is quite different however, note the 
strangely bulged bomb-bay and radar 
aerials on the nose, both gained whilst 
she was with the Telecommunications 
Flying Unit and the A&AEE.
Note the different sheen between the 
paint used for the roundel and the extra 
matt black used on the fuselage.
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